3.5 mm male to male stereo audio cable
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with similar items. Product information Size: 2 Feet 0. Would you like to tell us about a lower
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Feet 2. Usually I don't like to give 1 star, but I feel the safety of this cable is in question. And
when you feel like your actual health could be compromised by a product, it really only
deserves one star. I bought this cable for some high end headphones. The old cable was just a
tad too short. The audio has been fine as of a few days into writing, BUT the rest of the
experience was painful to say the least. The ends of the cord aren't properly shielded, and can
carry an electrical charge. Anything in close proximity will be shocked. This includes nearby
metal objects obviously , as well as anything that can take an electrical charge. In my case, this
meant if the end was anywhere close to my skin, I got a burning shock. This happened multiple
times, both to my ear and neck areas. To be clear, the charge felt like a hair was being yanked
out. Only after several minutes did I finally conclude that the cord was literally shocking me. I
used some spare electrical tape to insulate the end, and that seemed to work, but I'm not taking
any chances with this product. The moment I can get another cord, I'm purchasing it. First time
using amazon basics, and I literally got burned. Not a great way to start a relationship. Size: 4
Feet 1. Like several other reviews the silver coating that says "Amazon basics" unglued and
slides back but now that it's been just over six months all of the wiring came exposed Maybe it
was just a defective item that I received but for the little use I gave it I would've expected a much
longer duration. On the plus side, before it started coming undone it worked great!! Images in
this review. The reviews for this cable don't really do it justice, AmazonBasics has already
provided me a reliable choice for cables. This cable was exactly what you buy, a 3. For my home
setup I am running through two audio devices, which normally does NOT cause an Audio
Feedback "Hum" in my headphones, but with this cable it does. If you just need this cable for
speakers, car radio, etc. I bought this aux cable to use with my Samsung Galaxy S9 and my
aftermarket car stereo. After initial, careful opening of the cardboard box, I found the the cable
neatly coiled in a circle with two lightly wrapped twist ties inside an unsealed plastic bag. The
connectors looked and felt very nice for what they were and should get the light-duty job done
for me. The connectors fit appropriately well into my devices. I think the sound quality is fine
and I have not had to spin the connectors around while music is play. Granted, I am not a good
sound quality tester as the speakers the music is playing through are 18 years old. Still kicking!
By L on December 15, Tip broke off in iPad headphone jack after a few days of use. I have used
many, many headphone wires over the years for many pairs of headphones and audio
connection applications, and never had this problem. I don't so much mind losing a few bucks
for this cable, but now I don't have sound on my iPad it thinks there's still a cable inserted. This
six foot cable worked perfectly and is well made, but it was too short, and instead of doing the
right thing and exchanging it for a longer one I strung it between the computer and the TV,
letting it hang a few feet above the floor. I now have a ten foot cable that lies on the floor, so I'm
just copying the party of the review of that cable that talks about what happened when I tripped
heavily over the too-small one: "The AmazonBasics cable is very sturdy, but I did manage to
break the first one I bought because at 6 feet it was too short to lie on the floor, making it
inevitable that I would eventually trip over it. Frankly I was happy that the displayport plug on
the 6 foot cable broke off instead of knocking the computer to the floor. Fortunately the 10 foot
cable lies on the floor, and now I'm a happy little camper. I have several other AmazonBasics
cables which have never given me any trouble, so I'm confident that this is the last cable I'll
need. You may prefer that your cables survive your equipment, but that's up to you I purchased
this cable 3 months ago. I was looking for a cheap cable for my wife to connect her phone to a
speaker. Pros:' - No interference, no hissing even when twisting the cable - Sturdy - Doesn't
look cheap Cons: - The silver barrel of the plug terminal casing feels like plastic. This means
that there is a channel for the Right audio, Left audio, and the ground. No other data can be
transmitted e. Think twice before ordering this length; this is short! Given the price, I would
recommend this cable to anybody looking for a basic product, yet of good manufacture. Nice
looking cable but mine ruptured at the contact barrel after 4 months. See photo for details.
Maybe they're not meant for Florida heat? To their credit Amazon customer service immediately

overnighted me another cable with no questions asked. I'll use this one indoors. By modulated
on July 29, See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. I can hear a quite annoying high
pitched sound coming from my car speakers when I use this AUX cable. This high pitched
sound goes away when using another AUX cable, so its something to do with how they make
these cables. I would avoid these and get another brand. Very cheaply made feels like it will rip
in your hands. Quite surprised at just how poor quality this Amazon product is. OK its labelled
as 'basic' but I thought it would be better than this. It takes quite a bit of force to get it into any
socket Echo Dot and a hi-fi and it buzzes if you touch it and buzzes if you disconnect the Echo.
Going back. Nothing basic about it. Buy with confidence. I needed a couple of these recently
and popped along to my local supermarket to get them only to be horrified by the rip-off price.
By contrast these cables are good value for money. For something described as AmazonBasics
this cable is very well made with metal connectors. They insert tightly into an AUX 3. I use it to
connect my Echo Dot to an stereo amp. The cable is very thin and would likely break if pulled
hard enough. The sound quality is inconsistent as when you pull the cable slightly in certain
directions the sound will stutter and become distorted for a moment. This happens very
regularly and I have had to switch to another cable which costs just about the same as this
product but is clearly of a higher quality. I do not recommend this product even though I have
had good experiences with other Amazon Basics products in the past. This cable seemed ok at
first, then I started getting feedback when connecting and disconnecting my iPhone to my old
Apple Hi-Fi. I thought the connection on the Hi-Fi was dodgy, until I found an old cheap cable in
a drawer. Plugged it in perfect sound. If I had the packaging I would have sent this cable back to
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in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return
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Length: 15ft Size Chart. Style: Straight. About this item This fits your. Similar item from our
brands. Amazon Basics 3. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List.
These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Buy the selected items
together This item: StarTech. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Sold by Ksmile and ships from
Amazon Fulfillment. More items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
VCE 3. Monoprice Feet 3. Next page. Featured items you may like. Linkerpard 3. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
From the manufacturer. What's in the Box 1 - 15 foot Slim 3. Features Slimline connector
molding specially designed for use with portable devices Molded connectors with strain relief
Gold-plated connectors. This item StarTech. Syncwire 3. Compare with similar items. Would you
like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. I
bought four 4 sets of these in different sizes - 15 foot; 10 foot; 6 foot; and 6 foot double
right-angle ends - the reviews were mostly stellar 5-stars so I anticipated that the risk was
minimal plus, there are defective items in any manufactured item such as these and it appeared
from the negative reviews that the manufacturer stands behind their product. Unfortunately, I
received defective items. Like most of the negative reviews, I too had a good first experience for
awhile and then the first one started shorting out and I'd wiggle it or turn the jack
"just-the-right-way" and it would work for a bit until I had to move. I tried another different one
of the batch that I'd ordered with the same results. Worked right at the beginning and then
began to short out. I was in the process of moving across country, though, so I lost track of the
return process until only recently when I finished unpacking and found them in my household
goods. It reminded me that I needed to write a review I don't write very many reviews unless it
appears that the word isn't getting out on how bad or how good, in other cases the product may
be. This is one of those times. Looked like a really good deal they are VERY slim and
lightweight, but I thought that would be a plus. Especially on the long cords. The actual wire
must be like hair! Length: 15ft Style: Straight Verified Purchase. I only did a quick test so far just
to see if the 14' cable I bought worked. It did but I have very little confidence that it will last long
because the insulated wire is so thin that I hate to think how thin the actual wire is. The
insulated wire is about half the diameter of the 3. The actual wire must be almost like hair so I
can't imagine it holding up. The negative reviews seem to verify that although there are many
positive reviews as well. My review is based completely on my first impressions which aren't
too good. I was really surprised when I saw it. So just be aware of that if you're thinking of
buying this. I thought all 3. The cables that have gold plating may be slightly better. I figured the
jack has stuff in it and i will need to replace the jack. Since it was too long, i needed to buy a
shorter cable anyway. I bought headphones for my family some time ago that had replaceable 3.
Quality seems good; the wires are thin and don't "feel" durable - but it feels on par with what
came with my last couple of sets of Bluetooth headphones, so maybe this is normal these days.
It's very flexible, so it seems like it won't break due to use stress, but may be more susceptible
to physical damage if closed in a door or zipper. Been using 2 of these in my kids' devices for a
couple of weeks, and they're very glad to have gotten rid of the worn out old cables that had
gotten to the point of needing to be held at a certain angle to get proper sound. They have no
complaints about audio quality - I've also noticed no problem with quality. I"m no audiophile,
but it seems to be great, especially at this pricepoint. Got a few just to have some spares. I first
bought this A few months ago the metal pin had become so worn down that you could breathe
on it and it would come loose. Plugging it in was like throwing a banana down a hallway. So I
bought another one and it requires a comically larger amount of force to insert it in comparison.
I could basically swing my phone around at the end of it. So the good news here is that the pin
is a softer material than the phone hole so this great little cheap cable sacrifices itself. Perfect
length and perfect right angled pin for my needs. One person found this helpful. I wanted a 90
degree angle to help protect the port on the car radio. It lays more flush. The cord is also thin
enough for me to stuff it between dashboard molding cracks to secure it from sliding around or
falling on the floor. I also needed the slight extension on the plug ends to fit into the 3. There is
another angled cord on the market that lacks the "extension" and I would have to remove the
case for it to work. Not sure why companies don't think of this little stuff when designing a
product. My guess is, they don't use it The two 90 degree plugs were a requirement for me. I
chose this over a flat wire option because I was concerned about thin wire clipping the bass
frequency to my Tribit portable speaker. This wire appeared to be thicker in the pictures. I
noticed a slight cutoff of the bass frequency compared to the previous wire I was using. It was

not enough to ruin the sound, but I was listening for this difference due to the wire size. This
was the reason for 1 star removed. I am using it daily since the 90 degree plugs look a lot better
on my desk. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Length: 1 ft Style: Straight
Verified Purchase. I bought this because I wanted to connect my Bose speaker to my laptop.
Given that most portable speakers have a 3. It is of nice quality for the price, with gold plated
connectors. It is a little short at 40cm, but I didn't need a long cable. For those who haven't
connected a speaker to a laptop or computer before, it is really easy. Simply plug one end of the
cable into your speaker, and the other end into the 'headphone jack' on your laptop see
pictures. If it is a Bluetooth speaker, make sure you change the settings to make sure Bluetooth
is turned off so that it recognises the cable. All in all, a useful little cable. Images in this review.
Report abuse. Length: 10ft Style: Straight Verified Purchase. Should've expected it at this price,
but theres no RF shielding inside the cable Hence it being extremely thin compared to others.
As a conciquence when plugged in it causes static noise to be picked up. I had this so I could
plug it into the headphone port on my laptop and then into my bose desktop speakers, the noise
it adds makes it completely unusable though. The packaging says lifetime warranty but
honestly for the price, I was happy enough to just buy another one and save us both the hassle.
I use it more or less every day and it moves around as it's in my car. Fully recommend, no
regrets. Strong retention. I originally purchased a cheaper unbranded one to use with daughters
headphones. Unfortunately this only lasted a few days before breaking. I purchased this
Startech one as I have used Startech cables for a number of years in other areas and was not
dissapointed. It was nice to see the familiar bag that all startech products come in. Daughters
headphones still work. That alone is testament enough to build quality and longevity. I wont
skimp again. This is a sub-standard product. The cable is exceptionally thin because it lacks
proper rf screening. As a result, it picks up interference when used in my car to connect a
Bluetooth module - I've tried another, properly screened cable which works fine. Customers
who
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